Lesson five shopping- Chinese by Zhang, Qiaochao
Shopping  
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 In this lesson we will learn… 
 
words for fruits 
words for clothes 
words for colours 
 to buy fruits and clothes  
 to ask for prices 
Chinese currency 
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  píngguǒ                    bōluó  
 
 Lí                             pútao 
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 màozi  
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example: 
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                   mài        sell 
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 1. Wǒ mǎi kùzi 。 
       I buy trousers. 
 2. Wǒ bù mǎi shàngyī 。  
    I do not buy tops. 
 3. Wǒ mǎi píngguǒ 。 
       I buy apples. 
 4. Wǒ bù mǎi xiāngjiāo 。 
       I do not buy bananas. 
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   1. I buy strawberries. 
 
  2. I do not buy grapes. 
 
  3. I buy shoes. 
 
  4. I do not buy hat. 
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  1. Wǒ mǎi cǎoméi 。 
        I buy strawberries. 
  2. Wǒ bù mǎi pútao 。  
     I do not buy grapes. 
  3. Wǒ mǎi xié 。  
     I buy shoes. 
  4. Wǒ bù mǎi màozi 。 
        I do not buy hat. 
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  1. Nǐ mài lí ma ？ 
        Do you sell pears? 
  2. Wǒ mài lí 。 
        I sell pears. 
  3. Nǐ mài kùzi ma ？  
     Do you sell trousers? 
  4. Wǒ bù mài kùzi 。 
        I do not sell trousers. 
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   1. Do you sell hat? 
 
  2. I sell hat. 
 
  3. Do you sell bananas? 
 
  4. I do not sell bananas. 
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   1. Nǐ mài màozi ma ？  
        Do you sell hat? 
  2. Wǒ mài màozi 。 
        I sell hat. 
  3. Nǐ mài xiāngjiāo ma ？  
     Do you sell bananas? 
  4. Wǒ bù mài xiāngjiāo 。 
        I do not sell bananas.  
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     yuán/kuài         jiǎo/máo            fēn 
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     ¥1.36 
       yī yuán sān jiǎo liù fēn 
       yī kuài sān máo liù fēn 
 
     ¥14.80 
       shísì yuán bā jiǎo  
    shísì kuài bā máo 
 
     ¥3.05 
       sān yuán líng wǔ fēn  
    sān kuài líng wǔ fēn 
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                     Duōshao qián ？ 
                       How much? 
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   Píngguǒ duōshao qián ？  
     How much are the apples? 
 
  Wǔ kuài sì máo 。 
     five kuai four mao. 
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 píngguǒ          苹果    apple   
 
 shàngyī          上衣        tops 
 
 duōshao         多少       how many/much 
 
 mǎi               买              buy 
 
 mài                卖               sell 
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Today we have learned… 
 
 fruits including apple, pear, strawberry, banana, pineapple 
and grape; 
 clothes including top, trousers, shoes and hat; 
 colors including white, purple, green, red, yellow and 
blue; 
 to use ‘buy’ and ‘sell’; 
 to ask for prices; 
 Chinese currency; 
 to write a few more characters.  
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